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Best Newcomer   -  Daniel Miller 

Dan Miller has been at Warrington Collegiate for four years progressing through from Level 1 ICT course 

obtaining distinctions, through level 2 and is now on the level 3 Interactive Multi-Media course looking to go 

into his final year.  Following Dan’s involvement this year with the radio station, Dan wants to continue with 

the WAC Radio as a Final Major Project on his course, developing the station further putting in place his many 

more ideas.   

WAC Radio was officially launched on Wednesday 23rd April 2014, the setting up of the radio station had been 

on and off for nearly 3 years.   Daniel Miller joined the staff who were trying to set up the college radio station, 

his interest and success has grown and grown and the success and development of the station has gone from 

strength to strength.   Dan joined in whilst we undertook research to see how other stations worked & visiting 

Warrington Hospital Radio to develop links.  He was also involved with the start of links with the SRA.    Dan 

has always been aware of the opportunities that WAC Radio can offer, but as soon as he had the chance he has 

run full throttle with the set up.  With no real budget, Dan has sourced free software to be able to play out our 

music, he has rang and found out himself about the licences required for the station and liaised with managers 

and people of all levels, both within the college and also external agencies.  Dan then worked hard to promote 

the radio and all the good plans that were in the pipeline.   As the launch date became closer we were pleased 

to see that a few people wanted to join.  We had the addition of Matthew Hubble, Jonathan McAvoy, Ciaran 

Bradshaw, Rory Hutton and Simon Marshall this has involved students from different sections within the 

college. 

Since the launch the team has been led by Dan our now Station Manager.  Dan has constantly gone that extra 

mile in order to move the station forward and trying to obtain new listeners and create a professional service.  

Dan has contacted new artists in order to try and get that exclusive interview with new bands and artists in the 

UK and America, for example Amelia Scalies, who is just 15 years old and is aimed to be big in the UK, Virgin 

Soldiers a group that have supported McFly and Dinner and Suit another group from the US who are topped to 

be Huge in 2014 over here with their new music video airing on MTV and 4 MUSIC.   

Dan got the station involved in reporting live from The Peace Centre in Warrington, the centre was set up after 

the Warrington bombing where Tim Parry and Jonathan Ball died.  The centre were running a Warrington’s got 

talent event and Dan and Mathew interviewed all the contestants live before and after they went on stage.  

This was our first live out and about broadcasting. 

A further new venture was when Dan realised we had some Warrington Wolves listeners.  He made enquiries 

if the team could attend a press conference with the players, this was confirmed.  Only to find that when we 

got there he had managed to obtain an exclusive one to one interview for WAC Radio with Stefan Rachford 

Warrington Wolves Skipper and Tony Smith Warrington Wolves Head Coach. 

On top of these interviews Dan has arranged meetings for the radio team, put on team building events, ten pin 

bowling, the cinemas and a meal out for the team to make sure everyone feels a big part of the team. 

On top of all this Dan is a very caring young man who has diabetes and is a carer for his mum and dad, yet has 

still managed to achieve all he has.  A credit to everyone who knows him. 
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SRA Award: Best Newcomer – by Daniel Miller 

The first day I was invited to the Warrington Collegiate ‘Radio Room’, it was nothing but an extra-

large storage cupboard! The fact that this was supposed to be a studio was surprising as you couldn’t 

even see any of the radio equipment. Under mounds of dusty ancient art work and pc’s that had 

been stripped for parts we found what we were looking for, the mixers and all the hardware we 

required. At this stage I felt more like Indiana Jones than Chris Evans, digging through all the dirt to 

reach the treasure! 

However I was undeterred by this as I really thought the Radio Station would be of huge benefit to 

students and staff alike. As someone who has never had any radio experience I didn’t even know 

where to begin, so I spoke to staff about what we could do. The only issue was, as supportive as the 

staff were, they thought too small I wanted the station to be huge and an integral part of the 

college! So I held meetings with staff and asked what we had and what we needed to get going. I 

soon found out that we were unsure the station would even play, as it had been disused for so many 

years. My first job was to launch and reimage the station across the college, no small task. I began by 

running a competition to design the new logo for our station, W.A.C radio. The competition was a 

huge success as we had over 30 entries from students all of a very high calibre. This immediately 

engaged some learners and we began getting some extra student helpers, the staff then designated 

me as Station Manager so I had more responsibility. A lot work and even more time led to us finally 

managing to get a song played out on the radio, this was the start of our journey! 

I began to contact other stations about what they were doing and what licences we needed, this is 

where I was pointed out to the fantastic SRA. All of the stations were incredibly helpful and hearing 

about what they were all doing made me a little envious! But I was not one to be stopped, I began 

contacting record labels and hounding artists to try and get some scoops, something nobody else 

had. This led me to contact artists from America, my first breakthrough! I interviewed Amelia Scailes 

(an up and coming punk/indie singer), which was very successful and we played it out through the 

college.  I then managed to contact other artists that BBC Radio 1 had introduced in the past. I 

created my own show ‘Present Hits Show’, in which I interview new up and coming artists such as 

Virgin Soldiers and Dinner and Suit. I also managed to interview ex-England coach and current 

Warrington Wolves head coach Tony Smith and ????????. Which was amazing as Warrington is a 

huge rugby town and these opportunities don’t come along often, I was sat in the same room as 

people from the BBC all waiting for 1 to 1 interviews, I felt really lucky. 

As I had now managed to create some shows I began thinking of my next projects. I began 

mentoring students and teaching them how to create their own shows. We have begun a 

programme with a local high school, where their students can come and get new and exciting 

opportunities at the college through the radio. 

I truly believe that W.A.C Radio has made a huge positive impact to our college, we have been used 

for many events across the college as well as taking part in events in the local community. I was even 

invited to be on a judge’s panel for a Warrington talent show. 

In conclusion to my entry for Best Newcomer I’d like to say a massive thank you for considering me.  


